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CAEP Standard A.4.1 requires EPP’s to demonstrate that employers are satisfied with completers 

preparation and that completers reach employment milestones such as promotion and retention. The 

Cato College of Education at UNC Charlotte (COED) has created a plan to collect data from employers in 

our next accreditation cycle. The plan, submitted as Evidence A.4.1, outlines our method for using focus 

groups to collect data regarding employer perceptions. As part of that plan, a pilot group was convened 

in fall 2019 for the School Administration programs. The protocol used to collect evidence of employer 

perceptions of School Administration program graduates, the directions to participants, documentation 

of the event, and the summarized data collected are included here. A detailed explanation of our plan, 

along with a schedule of data collection for all advanced licensure programs in COED, are available in 

Evidence A..4.1. 
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Protocol Template for Employer / Completer Focus Group Activity 
Materials needed: Sticky Posters, post-it notes, stickers (red, green, yellow), markers for writing on chart 

paper, pens/pencils 

Copies: 

● Directions for Participants - 10 copies for each event 

● Inquiry Questions - 10 copies for each event 

● Priority Response Form - 10 copies for each event 

● Protocol Template - 4 copies for each event (for facilitators)  

 

Before you begin:  

1. Program Director and faculty determine a list of possible participants.  

2. Program Director meets with faculty to develop inquiry questions based on standards. 

Questions may also be developed based on data collection (formal or informal). 

Focus Group Data – Employers 

School Administration Example (fall 2019) - PILOT 

Evidence – CAEP Standard A.4.1 
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3. Program Director and COED OAA Director meet to finalize questions to use with focus groups 

(target: no more than 5 if possible).  

4. Once inquiry questions are determined, facilitators create three posters for each inquiry (see 

template for MSA): 

a. Poster 1: Inquiry Question Header + question to generate “Activities” at top (see MSA 

example) 

b. Poster 2: Divided in half: Areas of Strength, Areas where Lacking/Need Improvement - 

see MSA example 

c. Poster 3: Divided in half: Solutions university can implement in coursework, Solutions P-

12 schools/districts can implement in internship — see MSA example 

d. Extra posters for MSA Questions 6 - 7 — see Inquiry Questions list 

5. Get copies of Priority Forms for Part Four (see template)  

6. Work with COED OAA to generate a list of employees/completers for participants to reference 

during the event (e.g., “When you think about this question, consider your interactions with 

these individuals … (employees or completers).”) 

7. Create name tags and a sign-in sheet for the day of the event.  

 

On the day of the event: 

1. Provide light refreshments if possible. 

2. Have the name tags and sign-in sheet ready for participants. 

3. Have all copies and materials ready.  

4. Have the list of employees or completers available for all participants.  

 

Activity Projected Time for Activity Time TOTAL 

Welcome and Introductions 5 min 5 min 

Program Overview: “State of Program: 
Where Are We Now”? - give a brief 
overview of the current program, 
highlights, etc. Take questions as 
appropriate. 

15 min 20 min 

Review the Protocol - Part One 
(directions to participants) 

3 min 23 min 

Complete an Example - complete the 
first example of Poster 1-2 together as 

5 min 28 min 
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a group as a model 

Implement Part One 8-10 min per question on Posters 1 
and 2  

For MSA: 40 min total (assuming the 
last posters don’t take as much time 
because they will be already filled in). 

68 min 

Review Protocol - Part Two 
(directions) 

1 min 69 min 

Complete an Example - complete the 
first example of Poster 3 together as a 
group as a model 

3 min 72 min 

Implement Part Two 5 min per question  

For MSA: 25-30 min total including 
extra questions 

102 min 

Review Protocol - Part Three 
(directions) 

1 min 103 min 

Implement Part Three 6 min total  109 min 

Review Protocol - Part Four 5 min total 114 min 

Wrap Up  6 min 120 min 

 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Employer Focus Group -- Inquiry Questions 
MSA/PM Cert School Admin Programs 

1. Standard 2: Instructional Leadership - Impact on Student Achievement 

a. Poster 1: What kinds of activities are you asking our graduates to do that positively 

impact student achievement in your school? (list of activities) 
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b. Poster 2: Thinking about the list above, what instructional leadership skills are strengths 

for this group? What skills are lacking for this group (i.e., what don’t they know how to 

do effectively)?  

i. Example: they might know how to analyze data but do they know how to take 

data and implement instructional solutions?  

ii. Example: they are all asked to do teacher evaluations, but can they coach 

teachers on instructional improvement practice?  

 

2. Standard 3: Cultural Leadership / Competency: Communication and Relationship Building   

a. Poster 1 Header: Communication and Relationship Building 

b. Poster 1: What kinds of activities are you asking our graduates to do that involve 

communication with stakeholders and relationship building? (list of activities) 

c. Poster 2: Thinking about the list above, what communication/relationship building skills 

are strengths for this group? What skills are lacking for this group (i.e., what don’t they 

know how to do effectively)?  

i. Example: they might communicate with parents on student discipline issues but 

do they create additional problems by using a negative or curt tone?  

ii. Example: they might meet one on one with a teacher, but do they know how to 

build a personal rapport effectively over time?  

 

3. Standard 3: Cultural Leadership / Competency: Sensitivity, Customer Focus 

a. Poster 1 Header: Culturally Responsive Practice 

b. Poster 1: What kinds of activities are you asking our graduates to do that involve being 

a culturally responsive* practitioner? (list of activities) 

c. Poster 2: Thinking about the list above, what culturally responsive practice skills are 

strengths for th[[is group? What skills are lacking for this group (i.e., what don’t they 

know how to do effectively)?  

i. Example: they might hear that a teacher has made an inappropriate comment 

about a student’s ethnicity but not attempt to address it in a proactive or 

appropriate manner. 

ii. Example: they might seek teacher feedback about a school issue but neglect to 

openly recognize people of color. 

iii.  

*Geneva Gay (2010) defined "culturally responsive teaching" as "using the cultural knowledge, prior 

experiences, frames of reference and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning 

encounters more relevant to and effective for them" (31). In her work, Gay identified six key practices of 

culturally responsive teaching: 

● having high expectations for all students 

● engaging students' cultural knowledges, experiences, practices, and perspectives 

● bridging gaps between home and school practices 

● seeking to educate the whole child 
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● identifying and leveraging students' strengths to transform education 

● critically questioning normative schooling practices, content, and assessments 

 

4. Standard 5: Managerial Leadership / Competency: Organizational Ability, Time Management 

a. Poster 1 Header: Managing a School 

b. Poster 1: What kinds of activities are you asking our graduates to do that involve 

managerial tasks? (list of activities) 

c. Poster 2: Thinking about the list above, what managerial skills are strengths for this 

group? What skills are lacking for this group (i.e., what don’t they know how to do 

effectively)?  

i. Example: are they able to help with developing the master schedule?  

ii. Example: are they able to develop and implement safety procedures? 

 

5. Standard 5: Managerial Leadership / Competency: Conflict Management, Problem Solving 

a. Poster 1 Header: Conflict Management/Problem Solving 

b. Poster 1: What kinds of activities are you asking our graduates to do that involve 

conflict management and/or problem solving? (list of activities) 

c. Poster 2: Thinking about the list above, what conflict management/problem solving 

skills are strengths for this group? What skills are lacking for this group (i.e., what don’t 

they know how to do effectively)?  

i. Example: are they able to review a discipline situation and apply an equitable 

and appropriate decision based on the circumstances and context?  

ii. Example: are they able to review a conflict between a teacher and student and 

determine appropriate action, based on all factors, not assuming the teacher is 

always right?  

 

General Feedback   

6. What supports should UNC Charlotte give graduates when they are in a leadership role after 

program completion (executive coaching, etc.) What are some ways districts could support this?   

7. What areas have not been addressed today that you perceive to be a gap in principal 

preparation, based on your knowledge of UNC Charlotte candidates you’ve worked with?   

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Directions for Participants 
November 13-14, 2019 - School Administration Program Focus Groups (Employer) 

Part One - Activities and Skills -- Where Are We Now? 

1. You may complete this activity with a partner. Your facilitator will assign partners before we 

begin.  
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2. On the walls, you will find posters asking you to answer specific questions about 

employee/completer skills and performance. On Poster 1 you will be asked to provide a list of 

activities employees/completers do in their daily job interactions that align with certain 

standards/competencies. Use post-it notes to generate your activities (1 per note). A copy of 

the Inquiry Questions is included.  

3. Once the list of activities is generated, reflect on these activities in consideration of the list of 

UNC Charlotte graduates who you have worked with. Consider what skills are strengths for 

candidates in completing these activities, and what skills are lacking for candidates in 

completing these activities. On Poster 2, list these in the space provided. Use post-it notes for 

this activity (1 idea per note). We will complete one together as a group to provide an example.  

4. You will rotate among posters, completing Poster 1 and 2 for all questions. Try to spend no more 

than 4-5 minutes per poster (8-12 minutes total on each).  

5. When you are finished, return to your seat.  

 

Part Two - Generating Solutions -- How Can We Address Gaps?  

6. You may complete this activity with a partner. Your facilitator will assign partners before we 

begin.  

7. For the areas of improvement identified in Part One, we are going to generate possible solutions 

on Poster 3. Poster 3 asks you to identify possible solutions to address the identified area for 

improvement. Please identify solutions that can be applied at the university level AND solutions 

that can be identified at the district level (i.e., during the internship) throughout the two-year 

program. Use post-it notes for this activity (1 idea per note). 

8. You will rotate among posters, completing Poster 3 for all questions. Spend no more than 6 

minutes per poster.  

9. When you are finished, return to your seat. 

 

Part Three - Evaluating Solutions -- Which Ideas are Viable/Likely to Produce Results? 

10. For Part 3 of this activity, you will have 4 green stickers, 2 yellow and 1 red. You will be “voting” 

on the ideas/solutions presented on Poster 3. A green sticker indicates that you think we should 

move forward with this idea. A yellow sticker indicates that you think we should proceed with 

caution with this idea. A red sticker means we should not move forward at all with this idea.  

11. You will be given 10 minutes to go around to the various posters, read the comments and vote 

on the ideas. 

12. FOR MSA ONLY: We have two extra questions related to the overall program and future 

actions/solutions we want your feedback on (supporting leaders in coaching and if there is 

anything else we need to consider). Please provide your responses on these posters also.  

13. Return to your seat when you are done.  

 

Part Four - Prioritizing Next Steps  — Where To Start? 
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14. For Part Four of this activity, you are asked to review all of the information provided to this 

point for each question: the activities candidates are asked to complete, their skill levels, areas 

for improvement, possible solutions, and feedback on solution viability (the green/yellow/red 

stickers). Take 5 to 7 minutes to review the information. 

15. Once you have reviewed all the information, use the Priority Form provided to indicate which 

area for improvement you believes should be tackled first by the College of Education, then 

second, then third. 

16. Turn in your responses to your facilitator. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Documentation of Implementation 
Pictures of Activity Responses from Participants (Day 1, Principals):  
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Pictures of Activity Responses from Participants (Day 2, District Leaders):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

District Leaders Working, Day 2 
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Summarizing Feedback 
Feedback was compiled and analyzed for themes. The detailed feedback are available on-site if needed. Table 1 shows the priorities for program 

improvement as indicated by each respondent at the end of the session. Tables 2 and 3 show summarized areas of possible improvement and 

supports to candidates moving forward from each participant group.  

Table 1. Employer Focus Group Participant Responsese – Priorities for the School Admin programs at COED (one response per line) 

 Priority 1  – collected from each participant 
at end of session 

Priority 2 – collected from each participant at 
end of session 

Priority 3 – collected from each 
participant at end of session 

Principals Communication and relationship building 
Communication and relationship building 
Communication and relationship building 
Communication and relationship building 
Communication and relationship building 

Managing a school 
Culturally responsive practice 

Conflict management/problem solving 
Conflict management 

Conflict management and resolution 
Communication and relationship 

Managing a school 
Managing a school 

Culturally responsive practice 
Culturally responsive practice 

Conflict management/problem solving 
Managing a school 

Communication/relationship building 
Impact on student achievement 

District 
Leaders 

Managing a school 
Managing a school 
Managing a school 

Management 
Communication/relationship building 

Communication/relationships 
Student achievement 

Impact on student achievement 

Problem solving  
Conflict 

Conflict management 
Management 

Managing a school 
Impact on student achievement 

Culturally responsive 
Communication/developing a school entry plan 

Communication/relationship building 
Conflict/problem solving 

Conflict management 
Student achievement 
Student achievement 
Student achievement 

Culturally responsive practice 
Management 

 

Table 2. Areas to Address and Possible Supports – Principal Responses 

Areas to Address (Principals) Supports (Principals) 

Have a hurdle, something more challenging 
for acceptance into our program 

Ask graduates who have become APs and/or principals what it is you wish you had learned  
Follow up with graduates 

Address the “bad mentor” principal Offer support groups, maybe even in the form of other successful, proven principals  
Use UNC-Charlotte grads as principals who could help with mentoring 

Interns need different types of experiences 
(schools) (levels) 

Help graduates get acclimated to the weight of the principalship, ex. Mentor principal 
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Table 3. Areas to Address and Possible Supports – District Leaders Responses 

Areas to Address (District Leaders) Supports (District Leaders) 

Autism Awareness and leading the staff on this Come back and talk about how clientele has changes 

Ask for help UNC Charlotte supports principal to guide and support 
beginning teachers 

School Improvement Planning Process Processes build in to employ support the teachers’ needs 
(supporting principals with large numbers of beginning 

teachers) 

Self care-self reflection; take care of self and still get work done *  

Listen (Listening and integrating feedback) Accepting feedback and seeking it out  

Using technology that is positively impacting instruction**  

Train students to understand the reality of urban leadership style vs. rural 
wealthy districts. 

 

Provide opportunity to work on a grant and to willfully look for funds  

Build your own core of people to go to; networking and know who you can trust  

Teacher Evaluation process and AP evaluation process  

Understanding of social/emotional learning and its impact on achievement for 
both adults and students 

 

 

Next Steps 
The School Administration faculty met in late fall 2019 to review the results of this activity. They have already started brainstorming ways to 

improve the program based on this feedback. Final results will be available for review as part of a future CAEP accreditation cycle.  
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